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1. APS Talk status
a. Katsavounidis: 4 burst slides circulated last night. Sources, methods, pipeline,

results (bound on foreground, also interpreted as rate v. strength). Expect to
spend on order 5-6 minutes

b. Daw: Slides available to reviewers since Friday. Strategy: focus on methodology,
present results but only from TFCLUSTERS pipeline and 1ms Gaussian.

2. Paper schedule:
a. Draft_0_0_1: available today, comments by cob Wednesday
b. Draft_0_1_0: available to reviewers Monday 7 April, comments by 11 April
c. Revisions from 14-21 April
d. Draft_1_0_0: available to collaboration on 21 April

3. Hardware injections
a. Have we verified previous ejections? Weinstein has reviewed beginning run

injections. We did not see all we should see. Partly because of TFCLUSTERS
misconfiguration (windowing, pixel size). Chatterjee has shown that can get
dramatic improvement. Need to do better job of tuning on S2.

b. What do we tell injection team for this week? Weinstein will circulate a plan for
quick comments before next weeks injections. How large do the injections need
to be? We need our injections to show that we can use instrumental vetos. Thus,
they need to be sufficiently large that we can show that , at the thresholds used,
we won’t be vetoing gravitational waves of expected amplitudes; however, they
don’t need to be larger.

4. Background estimation (Cadonati)
a. SLOPE background over the full analysis set  is dominated by a set of events

during a single 300s interval. Background estimation is not reliable if we include
this segment. If we drop this segment, then the mean background rate drops
significantly.
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b. As a point of principle, not necessarily applicable here, if we can establish well
beyond reasonable doubt that the events in this segment cannot be gravitational
wave in origin, we can drop the segment even after analysis has begun.

c. Several proposals for how we deal with this have emerged in discussion:
i. We include the segment and not alter our approach
ii. We include the segment, but ascribe a large systematic error to the

background estimation
iii. We exclude the segment based on the criterion that the behavior of the

detectors during that epoch was anomalous beyond a reasonable doubt
iv. We drop the slope analysis as unreliable with the data set at hand

d. This anomalous behavior also affects TFCLUSTERS; however, we aren’t
“watching” TFCLUSTERS in a way that makes us sensitive to the issues. In
particular, in TFCLUSTERS (and POWER) the threshold floats to keep the mean
event rate constant. Correspondingly, as the noise is high during this segment
our sensitivity is low. Our concern with SLOPE is that we are working with a
mean event rate and it is clear that the mean is not a good description of the data.
At the same time it is true we are evaluating our sensitivity as a mean efficiency,
and our mean efficiency is very far from our true efficiency for this segment.
i. The situation is better for TFCLUSTERS andPOWER than for SLOPE in this

regard: in TFCLUSTERS the efficiency is dominated by times other than this
segment and it is only during this segment that we are overestimating the
efficiency. With SLOPE the triple rate is too high during this segment and
that is determining a set of means that is bad for all the other data.

e. Several groups or individuals will circulate e-mail proposals for how to deal with
SLOPE. We will try to resolve by e-mail by cob Wednesday.


